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Under 14 National Surf Life Saving Championships 
Manual 
All athletes must be a minimum of 10 years at 1st October 2013 to compete in this event.  

Race Start Instructions 
All ocean races will be started in the same manner.  The competitors will be called to take their 

positions on the start line.  As a warning they will receive the instruction “You are in the hands of 

the starter.”  The race will then start by whistle or gun.   

Beach Sprints and Beach Relays will be called to the start line with the instruction “Take your 

marks”.  This will be followed by the instruction “get set” prompting the competitor to assume their 

start position.  The race will then be started by whistle or gun. 

 

Beach Flags starts will be as follows, Competitors ready, followed by Heads down, then the whistle  

 

Any competitor making a break shall be disqualified. If a competitor leaves their position on the 

starting line mark after the command “Competitors ready” and before the signal to commence, this 

shall be considered a break and a disqualification incurred, except for Beach Flags where the 

competitor shall be eliminated at that point. 

If one competitor breaks, other competitors are inclined to follow. Any competitor who does follow 

is not deemed to have false started. 

Equipment Specifications 

For all events, competitors shall use equipment that is normally used for Junior Surf events, unless 

otherwise stated.  Again the overriding principle will be one of fairness. 
Board Size/Construction: (for all races incorporating board paddling) 

• Under 11 and Under 12 events - 8’ 10” maximum length, made from foam, plastic or fibre glass 

• Under 13 and Under 14 events - 10’ 6” maximum length, made from foam, plastic or fibre 

glass 

All clubs are required to supply their own competition equipment which must comply with the 

SLSNZ equipment specifications as specified within the SLSNZ Equipment Specifications Manual. 

Copies of this can be downloaded from the SLSNZ Sport Website.
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Event Rules: 

Beach Flags 
 
Age groups:  U11, U12, U13 & U14 
Composition:  Individual 
Gender:  Male and Female 
Race Distance: U11, U12, U13 & U14  15 metres 
 
See general starting procedures. 
 

General Conditions 
[a] The event will be started by a whistle blast. 
[b] The baton shall be a piece of rubber hose [or similar non-injurious material] 300mm long and 
with an external diameter of 25mm. 
[c] Each run or re-run shall be judged as a separate segment of this event and an infringement in 
one run or re-run shall not be carried over and counted against a competitor in a subsequent run or 
re-run. 
[d] The Arena Referee shall determine the number of competitors to be eliminated in each round 
with the proviso that in any one heat or quarter-final no more than three competitors shall be 
eliminated in a single run. In a semi-final and final no more than two competitors can be eliminated 
in a single run.  
[e] In the final when the number has been reduced to eight competitors there shall be a draw for 
positions after each run. Once the draw for positions has started competitors can only be 
eliminated one competitor at a time until all final placings are determined. 
[f] Should a competitor in a run or re-run be disqualified for breaking and where, but for that 
disqualification, the competitor would have been awarded a point score and/or place medallion, 
that competitor shall be awarded the points and/or medallion which would have been gained had 
the competitor been eliminated in that run or re-run. 
[g] Should the situation arise where, because of breaks, all remaining competitors in a run or re-run 
are liable for disqualification, all such remaining competitors shall be recalled and that particular 
run or re-run shall be commenced afresh. 

The Procedure 
[a] There shall always be less batons than competitors. The intent of the event is for each 
competitor to gain a baton. A competitor who fails to gain a baton is thereby eliminated from the 
competition. 
[b] Competitors shall take up their positions, as drawn, on the starting line and their bodies 
separated by 600mm. [Approximately two arm’s length] 
[c] When directed by the starter, competitors shall lie face down with their toes on the start line with 
heels together, hands on top of each other with fingertips to wrists and with the head up.  Elbows 
should be extended 90 degrees to the body’s midline and hips and stomach must be in contact 
with the sand.  The body’s midline should be 90 degrees to the start line.  Competitors may level, 
flatten, and compress their starting area but no scooping or digging of the sand is permitted.   
[d] The competitors shall then await the command “competitors ready” from the starter. 
[e] On the command of “competitors ready “the competitors should stretch their chins forward and 
place their chin on their hands and await the start. 
[f] At the signal from the Starter competitors shall get to their feet as quickly as possible and 
attempt to obtain a baton. 
[g] Any competitor that commits deliberate impedance on another competitor will be disqualified 
from the event.  Deliberate impedance is defined as “the deliberate use of hands, arms, feet or legs 
to impede another competitor’s progress. 
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A competitor may otherwise use his or her body to improve his or her position in obtaining a flag.  
A competitor may negotiate the shoulder and or body in front of an opponent, but may not sue 
hands, arms, feet or legs to obtain or remain in this position.  If a competitor legally obtains this 
front position and maintains normal running action, the competitor behind is obliged to go around 
the competitor in front.  A competitor may cross over in front of a slower competitor. 
If two or more competitors are guilty of deliberate impedance, the competitor who first deliberately 
used arms, hands, shoulder, hands, legs or feet may be disqualified. 
 [h] If a competitor is disqualified, the points or medal awarded from the previous round will stand. 
[i] Any competitor picking up two batons shall be disqualified. 
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Beach Sprint 
 
Age groups:  U11, U12, U13 & U14  
Composition:  Individual 
Gender:  Male and Female 
Race Distance: U11, U12, U13 & U14  70 metres 
 
See general starting procedures. 

The Procedure 
[a] Competitors shall take up their positions as drawn at the starting mark under the direction of the 
Check Marshall or Break Judges. 
[b] No artificial starting blocks are permitted. Competitors may create holes and/or hillocks in, and 
of, sand to aid their start. 
[c] Competitors shall race over the distance between the start line and finish line without causing 
interference to other competitors and shall cross the finish line on their feet. 
[d] The finishing order of the competitors shall be determined by the alignment of the competitor’s 
chest with the finish line. 
[e] In the event of electronic finish gates being used the competitor must break the beam as they 
pass through the gate.  
[f] Competitors must be aware that if they dip below the finishing gate beam they will not set off the 
electronic timing. Failure to set off the electronic timing may result in the competitor not earning a 
finish placing. 
[g] Competitors, once finished their race, are required to stay in their lane until all judging is 
complete and they are released by the arena referee. 
[h] No starting blocks shall be permitted, but Competitors may create holes and/or hillocks in, and 
of, sand to aid their start .Competitors using any material other than sand to aid their start shall be 
disqualified. Water, or similar substance, is not permitted to be used in start blocks.  
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Beach Relay 
 
Age groups:  U11, U12, U13 & U14  
Composition:  Mixed Gender teams; Four Runners per team  
Gender:  Two Male and Two Female 
Race Distance: U11, U12, U13 & U14  70 metres 
 
See general starting procedures. 
 

General Conditions 
[a] The baton shall be a piece of rubber hose [or similar non-injurious material] 300mm long and 
with an external diameter of 25mm.  
[b] The course will be as for the Beach Sprint but because of the nature of the event the start line 
will also be the finish line. 

The Procedure 
[a] A team shall consist of four competitors. Each team will have two competitors at each end of 
the course. Each competitor shall run over a leg of the course with a baton held in either hand and 
at the conclusion of the first, second and third legs, shall give the baton to the next runner. The 
fourth runner shall cross the finish line. 
[b] Baton changeovers shall be effected in the following manner: 

 The competitors can be moving while taking the baton but will be disqualified if any part of 
the body, arms or hands cross the front line before the runner takes possession of the 
baton. 

 All team members must stay inside the beach arena at all stages once the event has 
started. 

 The competitor coming in to change the baton must carry the baton to the change over 
point. [The baton cannot be thrown forward for the receiving competitor to catch or pick up 
and run]. 

[c] Should a baton be dropped at any stage the runner can recover the baton [providing there is no 
interference with other competitors] and continue to run. 
[d] Any competitor willfully jostling another competitor, breaking the line at the changeover or 
finishing without the baton, shall result in that competitor’s team being disqualified. 
[e] The start for the Beach Relay will be as for the Beach Sprint. 
[f] The judging of the finish of the Beach Relay will be as for the Beach Sprint. Baton changes at 
each end. 
[g] No starting blocks shall be permitted, but Competitors may create holes and/or hillocks in, and 
of, sand to aid their start .Competitors using any material other than sand to aid their start shall be 
disqualified. Water, or similar substance, is not permitted to be used in start blocks. 
  
 
Please refer to the Beach Sprint and Beach Relay Diagram 
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Board Race 
 
Age groups:  U11, U12, U13 & U14  
Composition:  Individual 
Gender:  Male and Female 
Paddle distance: U11, U12, U13 & U14  170 metres 
 
See general starting procedures. 

The Procedure 
[a] The start shall be effected by having all competitors standing on or behind the start line with 
their boards. [b] On the starting signal competitors enter the water and paddle their boards around 
the buoys in a left to right direction, unless otherwise advised by the Arena Referee, and return to 
shore. 
[c] Competitors may lose contact and control of their craft. 
[d] To complete the event, the competitor must have regained the craft and cross the finish line 
from the seaward side whilst maintaining contact with the board. 
[e] The finish is judged on the chest of the competitor crossing the finish line on their feet. 
[f] A competitor may replace their board during a race providing that other competitors in the race 
are not subject to any interference by such replacement and further provided that the competitor 
shall recommence the race from the start line. 
 
Board Size/Construction: (for all races incorporating board paddling) 
• Under 11 & Under 12 events - 8’ 10” maximum length, made from foam, plastic or fiberglass 
• Under 13 & Under 14 events - 10’ 6” maximum length, made from foam, plastic or 
fiberglass 
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Board Relay 
 
Age groups:  U12, U14  
Composition:  Three Paddlers 
Gender:  Male and Female teams. 
Paddle distance:  U11, U12, U13 & U14  170 metres 
 
See general starting procedures 

The Procedure 
[a] Competitors for the first leg of the relay shall be started as for a Board Race. 
[b] The competitors will complete the course as for a Board Race. 
[c] At any stage after rounding the third buoy the first paddler can leave their board and will run 
through the green flags, around the two green and yellow flags and tag the second paddler who 
will be standing on or behind the start line with their board. 
[d] A tag is defined as contact made between the incoming and outgoing paddler. The contact must 
be person to person, not person to craft. 
[e] The second paddler will complete the course as for the first paddler. 
[f] At any stage after rounding the third buoy the second paddler can leave their board and will run 
through the green flags, around the two green and yellow flags and tag the third paddler who will 
be standing on or behind the start line with their board. 
[g] The third paddler will complete the course as per the First and Second Paddler. Once rounded 
the last turning buoy the third competitor my leave their board at their discretion, round the green 
and yellow turning flag and pass the other green/yellow flag on the shoreward side to finish 
between the two green finish flags. 
[h] The finish shall be judged on the chest of the third paddler crossing the finish line on their feet. 
[i] A competitor may replace their board during a race providing other competitors in the race are 
not subject to any interference by such replacement and further provided that the competitor shall 
recommence the race from the start line. 
[j] A member of the team, or gear handler in team uniform, must ensure the incoming paddler’s 
board is cleared from the competition arena immediately they have completed their paddle leg. 
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Surf Race 
 
Age groups:  U11, U12, U13 & U14 
Composition:  Individual 
Gender:  Male and Female 
Swim distance: U11, U12, U13 & U14  120 metres 
 
See general starting procedures. 

The Procedure 
[a] Surf Race swimmers shall commence from a start line on the beach, round all swimming buoys 
right or left hand as directed, back to and crossing the finish line. The middle person in the Surf 
Race field should be aligned to the number one buoy. 
[b] For judging purposes the winner shall be judged from the chest of the first person who crosses 
the finish line on their feet. 
[c] All finishes at the beach must be from the seaward side of the finishing line. The finish will be 
between the two green flags. 
[d] Swimmers failing to round the buoys must remove their caps but return to the beach within the 
swim arena and identify themselves to the Arena Referee or Chief Judge. 
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Run - Swim - Run 
 
Age groups:  U11, U12, U13 & U14 
Composition:  Individual 
Gender:   Male and Female 
Swim distance: U11, U12, U13 & U14  120 metres swim 
 
See general starting procedures. 

The Procedure 
[a] Competitors shall commence from the start line. 
[b] Upon the starting signal competitors run on the beach rounding the green and yellow flag, as 
shown in the diagram. 
[c] Competitors then enter the water and swim around two buoys. 
[d] Upon returning to shore competitors again round the green and yellow flag and run through the 
two green flags at the finish line. 
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Diamond Race 
 
Age groups:  U11, U12, U13 & U14  
Composition:  Individual 
Gender:  Male and Female 
Swim Distance: U11, U12, U13 & U14  120 metres swim 
Board Distance: U11, U12, U13 & U14  170 metres swim 
Order of event:  Swim/Board/Run. 
 
See general starting procedures. 

The Procedure 
 [a] Upon the start the competitors enter the water, round the swim buoys from a left to right 
direction, return to the beach, run up the beach and around the two green and yellow turning flags. 
[b] The competitor will then collect their board, which will have been placed behind the Start 
Change over line by a gear handler.  
[c] The competitor will enter the water, paddle around the course in a left to right direction, and 
return to the beach.  
[d] Swim Course – The swim Leg is conducted from second green and yellow turning flag, around 
the swimming buoys and return to the beach.  
[e] Board Course – The surf board Leg is conducted from the start and change-over (SCO) Line, 
around the swimming buoys and the two black and white buoys, return to the beach and around 
the two green and yellow turning flags.  
[f] To finish a Competitor rounds one green and yellow turning flag passes the other green and 
yellow flag on the shoreward side and finishes between the two green finish flags. 
[g] They may leave their board and will run up around the first green and yellow flag, past the 
second green and yellow flag and continues to finish between the two green flags.  
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TUBE RESCUE 
 
Age groups:  U12, U14  
Composition:  Teams – two competitors; one tube swimmer, one patient 
Gender:  Male and Female Teams 
Swim Distance: 120 metres (minimum) 
 

General Conditions 
[a] For the U12 event patients will be dropped at the buoys by an IRB. The start will be on the gun 
and follows from steps [f} for the duration of the race  
[b] For the U14 event patients will start the race on the gun and swim to their allocated buoy. On 
reaching the buoy they are to raise their arm, following that the rescuer will do as described below. 
[c] At all times, once in the water the rescuer must keep the shoulder strap over their shoulder and 
once clipped into the rescue tube the patient must stay within the tube until having crossed the 
finish line. The rescuer must have the rescue tube line fully extended when swimming. 
[d] The rescuer is required to finish the event with the shoulder strap on and be in possession of 
both fins. 
 

The Procedure 
(a) Competitors in the rescue tube race Events shall assemble in the marshalling area. When 
entries have been checked the Marshall shall notify each Competitor of their buoy colour and buoy 
peg. 
(b) After marshalling, the Event Referee, Arena Referee or their deputy (e.g. the Marshall or 
announcer) shall give the command for the Competitors to file into the Competition Area and 
proceed to their nominated buoy peg. 
(c) The patients will then take up their positions on the starting line. 
(d) On the starting signal the patient shall enter the water and swim to their allotted buoy. On 
reaching their allocated buoy, the patient shall place their forearm over the top of the buoy and 
signal their arrival by raising their other arm to the vertical position while remaining in contact with 
the buoy. This signal, subject to all conditions being fulfilled shall be the determining factor in 
judging the patient’s arrival at their buoy. 

(e) The patient must then release contact with the swimming buoy and retire to the seaward side of 
the swimming buoy and await arrival of the rescue tube swimmer. 
Note 1: Should a Competitor swim to a wrong buoy and signal the team shall be disqualified. 
Note 2: The swimming buoy is described as the buoy only and does not include any attaching 
ropes or straps. 
(f) The rescue tube swimmer shall await the patient’s signal. The rescue tube swimmer will be in 
their allocated position on the shoreward side of the start line and may have their toes on or behind 
the start line. 
(g) The rescue tube swimmer may wear the rescue tube neck strap (harness) and hold the rescue 
tube and swim fins in their hands or place them on the sand on the shoreward side of the 
start/finish line. The wearing of the swim fin/s prior to the starting signal is not permitted. 
NOTE: The swim fins shall comply with the following dimensions: 
• Maximum 65cm overall length including ‘shoe’ or ankle strap (ankle strap extended). 
• Maximum 30cm width at the widest point of the blade. 
• Swim fins are to be measured with the shoe or ankle strap extended but not stretched. The swim 
fins will not be permitted to be used if they do not conform to specifications or if they are 
considered a safety hazard 
(h) On the patient’s arrival signal, the rescue tube swimmer crosses the start line, dons the rescue 
tube harness (if not already being worn) and swim fins at their own discretion and swims seaward 
to make the rescue of their patient. 
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Note: The team shall not be disqualified if the rescue tube swimmer crosses the start line and then 
returns the correct position to correctly await the arrival signal from their patient. 
(i) The rescue tube swimmer swims to the left hand side of the designated buoy (viewed from the 
beach) to the waiting Patient on the seaward side of the buoy. 
(j) The rescue tube swimmer and/or the patient secures the rescue tube around the patient’s body 
and under both arms and clipped to an O-ring. The patient and rescue tube swimmer must remain 
behind the buoy line during the ‘clip in’ process. With the patient clipped into the rescue tube, 
the rescue tube swimmer continues (clockwise) around the buoy towing the patient to the beach. 
(k) The patient is permitted to assist by sculling with arms under the surface, of the water and 
kicking but must not swim with an out-of-water arm recovery. The patient must be towed on 
their back and the patient cannot be towed in any other way than clipped into the rescue tube. 
Porpoising is not permitted by the patient. 
Note 1: Only the rescue tube swimmer is permitted to use the swim fins. 
(l) On return to the beach, the patient and rescuer shall stand, leave the water and conclude the 
Event by finishing between their beach position finish markers. The patient must remain clipped 
into the rescue tube and the rescuer must be wearing the neck strap (harness) until they both have 
crossed the finish line. The rescuer must be in possession of both swim fins when crossing the 
finish line. 
(m) The finish is judged on the chest of the first Competitor of the team to cross the finish line on 
their feet and in an upright position. If a team (or members of a team) run through the incorrect 
finishing gate the team will be disqualified 
 

 
.
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Board Rescue  
 
Age groups:   U14  
Composition   Teams; one swimmer, one board paddler 
Gender:   Male and Female Teams 
Board/Swim Distance: 120 metres (minimum) 
 
See general starting procedures. 

The Procedure 
[a] Following the starting signal the patient shall enter the water and swim to their allotted buoy. 
[b] On arriving at their buoy the patient places one hand on top of the buoy and raises their other 
hand above their head. This is the signal for the rescuer to enter the water and proceed to their 
buoy and rescue the patient. 
[c] Turning of buoys – the board shall be paddled around the allotted buoy left to right. 
[d] The patient is required to make contact with the board on the seaward side of the buoys. 
[e] The rescuer and patient return to the beach and the race is concluded when the patient and 
rescuer cross the start/finish line between the two flags/gates that mark their beach position. The 
team will be disqualified if both patient and rescuer are not in contact with the board when they 
cross the finish line. 
[f] The finish is judged on the chest of the first Competitor of the team to cross the finish line on 
their feet and in an upright position. If a team (or members of a team) run through the incorrect 
finishing gate the team will be disqualified 
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2km Beach Relay 
 
Age Groups:  Mixed; maximum of one from each of U11, U12, U13 & U14 
Composition:  Four members per team 
Gender:  Two Male and Two Female 
Race Distance: 2km (800m, 600m, 400m, 200 metres) 
 
The intent of this relay is to show case athlete ability across age and gender of each club. It is 
expected that clubs use the correct team composition in this relay and do not race athletes up. 

The Procedure 
[a] 2km beach relay over soft sand divided into legs of 200, 400, 600, and 800 metres.   
 
[b] The order will be 800m, 600m, 400m, 200 metres 
 
[c] Results will be judged from chest of the competitor crossing the finish line. 
 
[d] A briefing and diagram of the event will be provided at the team managers meeting. Athletes will 
also be briefed by the arena referee  
 
[e]The competitor coming in to change the baton must carry the baton to the changeover point. 
[The baton cannot be thrown forward for the receiving competitor to catch or pick up and run]. 
 
[f] Should a baton be dropped at any stage the runner can recover the baton [providing there is no 
interference with other competitors] and continue to run. 
 
[g] Any competitor wilfully jostling another competitor, breaking the line at the changeover or 
finishing without the baton, shall result in that competitor’s team being disqualified 
 
Please note the diagram below is an indication of each leg for the 2km Beach Relay and 
may change at the Event Managers discretion. 
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Grand Cameron Relay 
 
Age groups:  U12, U14 
Composition  Six members per team  

Two runners: one male, one female 
Two swimmers: one male, one female 
Two board paddlers: one male, one female 

Gender:  Three male and three female as outlined above 
Swim Distance: U11, U12, U13 & U14  235 metres swim 
Board Distance: U11, U12, U13 & U14  265 metres swim 
Order of event: Run/Swim x2/Board x2/Run 
 
See general starting procedures. 

The Procedure 
[a] First runner runs 50 metres on ‘soft sand’ and makes a left “u” turn around the turning marker 
and tags the first swimmer at the waters edge. 
 
[b] First swimmer swims left to right around two red and yellow buoys.  Swimmer must go around 
both buoys and complete the course by turning right and running around two green flags to tag the 
second swimmer. 
 
[c] Second swimmer swims left to right around two red and yellow buoys.  Swimmer must go 
around both buoys and complete the course by turning left and running around yellow flags to tag 
first board paddler. 
 
[d] First paddler paddles left to right around two black and white buoys.  Paddler must go around 
both buoys and complete the course turning right and running around two yellow flags to tag 
second board paddler.  
 
[e] Second paddler paddles left to right around two black and white buoys.  Paddler must go 
around both buoys and complete the course by tagging second runner at the waters edge. 
 
[f] Second runner turns right at the turning can and runs to finish between two green flags. 
 
[g] Both paddlers are not required to finish in contact with board and may swim to the beach if they 
have rounded both black and white buoys on their boards. 
 
[h] Results will be judged from chest of the competitor crossing the finish line. 
 
[i] A briefing and diagram of the event will be provided at the team managers meeting. Athletes will 
also be briefed by the arena referee. 
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